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A picture safari around the world which shows a
giant polar bear hunting seals on a frosty iceberg,
cheeky monkeys swinging through the trees of the
steamy rainforest, huge, hairy yaks trudging through
the Himalayas and shoals of brilliantly coloured fish
darting through a coral reef. The earth is teeming
with extraordinary, strange or beautiful creatures.
This work allows children to discover nearly 400
different species and find out information about each
one. The book combines photographs of individual
specimens with the late Ken Lilley's detailed animal
paintings.
If you are looking for whimsical, traditional and
farmhouse-style Christmas ideas, then look no
further! This book is filled with 31 amazing holiday
designs to deck your halls, plus designs that will help
you give the perfect handmade gift to anyone on
your list! Designs include an on-trend Deer Plaid
Afghan, a whimsical Santa afghan, mug rugs,
ornaments, a gnome scarf, baskets, an angel doily, a
snowman, slippers, farmhouse-style pillows and so
much more! Most projects are made using worstedweight yarn or size 10 thread.
Amigurumi is the hot new crochet/knitting craze from
Japan, which is taking the world by storm. Using the
Japanese double ring technique, avid knitters are
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producing these quirky cuddly toys, that are both
wacky and adorable, in their hundreds. The only rule
is that they must be small, and they must be cute!
With this monstrously good guide, all you need is a
little imaginaton and a few crazy ideas to fill your
world with cute cuddly misfits. Anything goes in this
cartoon world, from adorable aliens, demented
dinosaurs and terrors of the deep to ghosts and
ghouls. The book features the basic techniques for
assembling your monster, step-by-step photographs
and a projects section with 25 imaginative designs to
try. Anyone can master amigurumi, and there are no
limits to what you can create. Grab some yarn and
crochet hooks, get comfortable by the fire and start
making your own little monsters.
Give your baby a little friend to cuddle and take
everywhere they go. The quick and easy crochet
designs in Animal Lovie Blankets make adorable
baby gifts! Cute, fun and loved by everyone who
sees them, each blanket is a simple granny square
with the toy attached at the centre. Choose from
seven sweet looks by Yolanda Soto-Lopez of All
Crafts Channel on YouTube: Puppy, Bunny, Kitty,
Lamb, Panda, Owl and Brown Bear. The designs
feature medium weight and bulky yarns.
It's a world of crochet! Follow Mockey the Monkey on
his travels through a world of crochet! It's an
imaginative world, full of wonderful crocheted
friends, from Bear and Panda to Elephant and
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Rooster. • Includes step-by-step illustrations of
crochet techniques. • Overview of tools and
materials. • Includes project patterns and
instructions for 15 friends--and 10 miniature
accessories!
The rarely recorded pattern for this beautiful and
mysterious stitch is finally documented in this unique
resource for crocheters. Color photos accompany
detailed step-by-step instructions for transforming
the original square pattern into rectangles, triangles,
and circles with eight wonderful designs. Featuring
seven unique projects—including an afghan, a
basket, a table runner, a hat, and a scarf—this
creative manual illustrates how this perfect, tworound stitch offers versatility of color because of its
unique, textured color overlap.
The popular Japanese amigurumi style of adorable
crochet animals is captured in this thorough how-to
that features eight whimsical critters. Instructions on
crocheting a bear, bunny, cat, dog, elephant, giraffe,
hippo, and monkey delve into how to assemble the
animals, and notes and tips on the crochet
techniques used are included. These fun,
intermediate-level projects are created with worstedweight yarn and stuffed with fiberfill. The book details
how to add finishing touches, such as 12- or
15-millimeter safety eyes, and the finished dolls
range in size from 12 to 18 inches tall.
Adding a touch of comfort and style to a crafter's
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home decor, the patterns in this collection can be
made from a variety of yarns and colors and by
crocheters of all skill levels. With 26 designs, this
book features full-color photographs and detailed
instructions on stitching and incorporating motifs and
patterns such as granny squares, Tunisian lace,
pineapples, shells, ripples, and more. Beautiful,
whimsical, and practical, these afghans make perfect
gifts and home accents.
"With this adorable collection of amigurumi designs you
can create a unique menagerie of lovable knitted
animals, ideal as gifts for your friends and family. The
book includes the basic techniques for assembling your
animals, step-by-step photographs and a projects
section with 25 imaginative designs to try."--Page 4 of
cover.
Everyone loves to crochet for baby and Vanna White is
no exception. In Giggles & Grins, Vanna shows us 12
new designs with baby in mind. Cute striped sweaters for
boys and girls, stuffed elephant and bear toys, giant
stuffed letter and number blocks, and blankets are all
easy to crochet and are great for gift giving. Vanna tells
us why she likes each project and also introduces us to
Vanna's Choice® Baby, a worsted weight, machine
washable premium acrylic yarn that comes in wonderfully
up to date baby colors. Projects are A-B-C Baby Block,
1-2-3 Baby Block, Amigurumi Elephant, Amigurumi Bear
with Sweater, Granny Square Blankie, Froggie Hooded
Baby Blanket, 'Mint Chip' Booties, Shell Stitch Blanket,
Mitered Magic Baby Blanket, Girls' Striped Cardigan,
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Boys' Striped Cardigan, and Circle to Square Baby
Afghan.
This book includes eight fun-to-stitch animal designs all
made using worsted-weight yarn! Each animal motif
includes instructions to make a scarf and a cowl. Written
instructions are included for the basic scarf design and
charts are included for the motifs.
The Japanese art of Amigurumi-which translates to
knitted stuff toy-is a crocheting technique that creates
adorable stuffed animals with large heads and small
bodies. With this book, you can quickly create a
menagerie of soft and silly toys. +Stitch friendly faces
and goofy grins on forest friends, undersea creatures,
and much, much more +Achieve instant success using
crochet stitches simple enough for the complete novice
Discover how fun and easy it can be to crochet your own
Amigurumi with the help of this amazing book.
Decorate your home this Christmas with 33 festive
designs. Ornaments, garlands, afghans, pillows, angels,
snowmen, gift-card holders and more are included in this
book. Designs are made using mostly worsted-weight
yarn, plus size 10 crochet cotton and bulky-weight yarn.
In this release from Annie's Attic you'll find an adorable
collection of tiny animals crocheted from size 10 cotton
thread that will make everyone smile. Includes 15 cute 3to 4-inch animal projects.
Special events and holidays are fun to celebrate, and
Halloween especially seems to bring out our playfulness.
We've brought together 23 fun crochet projects just for
Halloween that are sure to have you reaching for your
crochet hook and orange yarn! In this book, you'll find
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projects for the home, including throws, pillows, baskets,
pot holders, coasters, and table decor, as well as treat
bags, stuffed toys, games and more. Plus, you can stitch
many of these patterns as fast as the flutter of a bat's
wings!
Who says gnomes are just for the holiday season?
These 8 mythological creatures will bring a touch of
whimsy to your home all year long. Bixley adds a festive
touch to your Christmas decor; Lorenzo & Esme let you
show your love on Valentine's Day; Pascal is waiting
patiently for Easter; Blossom is ready to plant her
flowers; Sukie hopes to scare someone at Halloween;
Carmine has raided the pumpkin patch; and Darrell--well,
Darrell is just hanging around the farmhouse all year
long! All designs are made using worsted-weight yarn
and are around 7" tall and 4" wide.
2018 and 2019’s No. 1 Best-selling Amigurumi Book in
the U.S.! Explore Amigurumi, the Japanese art of crochet
design, with 30 unique and darling patterns. Whether a
novice or an experienced crocheter, anyone can pick up
a needle and complete these cuddly creations. Author
and amigurumi guru Lauren Espy inspires crocheters
with her easy-to-follow patterns, pictures, and helpful
instructions. Lauren always takes the patterns one step
at a time to ensure that your finished product is as cute
as the creation on the page! In Whimsical Stitches: A
Modern Makers Book of Amigurumi Crochet Patterns,
amigurumi is explored through 30 simple, fanciful
patterns in a variety of themes, including: • In the
Garden • At the Aquarium • Down on the Farm • At the
Bakery Brighten a room with flowers that won’t wilt,
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bring cheer to your table with colorful fruits that won’t
attract flies, and add cuddly friends to a baby’s
collection of favorite toys.
Stash is a crochet term for leftover or oddball yarn. StashBusting is finding a project that use small amounts of
yarns. In this amazing book you will find over 40 designs
all made with small amounts of different sizes of yarns
for home, baby and accessories! Designs include gnome
coasters, little gnomes, easy doilies, afghans, hot pads,
baby blankets, baby slippers, a ladies shawlette, jewelry
and more!
Great for new and experienced crocheters alike, Crochet
Stitch Dictionary offers 200 stitches with detailed written,
charted, and photographed instructions. This essential
book presents 10 color-coded stitch sections: Basic
stitches, Fans & Shells, Bobbles & Clusters, Spike
stitches, Post stitches, Mesh & Filet, Cable stitches,
Tunisian stitches, and more! Learn each stitch with
written, charted, and step-by-step photo instructions that
clearly explain where the yarn goes each step of the
way. In addition, each stitch pattern shows a large
finished swatch in actual size. You'll enjoy the colorful
and eye-catching "candy-box" sampler pages that start
every section. Crochet Stitch Dictionary offers excellent
useful instruction and inspiration for all crocheters.
Discover how simple crafting your own crochet plush
animals can be This crochet pattern is in our series of 5
dogs in a family Amigurumi?the Japanese art of
crocheting stuffed toys?might seem intimidating but this
book keeps it easy and fun with complete guides that
cover everything you need to know. Whether you're
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stitching up delightfully huggable gifts for kids or
grandkids or just looking to assemble your own plush
menagerie This book is for intermediate level.
Intermediate level. Knowledge needed of chains (ch) slip stitch (sl st) - single crochet (sc) - double crochet (dc)
- Front Loops Only (FLO) - Back Loops Only (BLO) Right side (RS) - Wrong side (WS) - increases and
decreases. Knowledge of amigurumi part attachment is
recommended. Pattern uses short rounds for shaping.
Animal Amigurumi to CrochetAnnie's
Crochet your own gang of animal pals! With easy-tofollow instructions for 26 amigurumi patterns, you'll have
yourself a home full of animals from the forest to the
farm. These patterns come from talented artists around
the world, with tips and tricks for learning amigurumi, the
Japanese art of crocheting adorable companions.
Crochet yourself a wide-eyed owl, a huggable fox, a
napping fawn, a pig with an adorable curly tail, and more.
These animals make for great decorations around your
home, unique gifts for your friends and family, and
something to keep in the car or backpack as a furry
companion! Amigurumi Crochet features a glossary of
crochet terms for beginners, easy instructions to follow,
and helpful photos to make sure you're on track with
each of these projects. You'll be a crochet expert in no
time!
Everyone loves a cute and cuddly stuffed animal, and
this pattern includes 12 of them! A great way to use up
your scrap worsted-weight yarn. Designs include a frog,
giraffe, lion, sheep, pony, monkey, cow, teddy bear, pig,
kitty, puppy, and an elephant. Finished Size: range from
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12"T to 21"T. Page Count: 52 Skill Level: Easy to
intermediate
"Whether you are cheering for a sports team or seeking
guidance in your personal life, animals are a natural
source of inspiration with their symbolic strength,
tenacity, courage, and other qualities. In Spirit Animals,
Jessica Boyer presents a collection of popular animal
mascots to crochet with realistic features. Measuring
from 3.5 to 9.5, projects include Bear, Bulldog, Cardinal,
Wild Cats (variations for Panther, Cougar, Tiger, and
Lion), Birds of Prey (variations for Eagle, Hawk, and
Falcon), and Wolf. All patterns are for Easy+ skill level
using medium weight yarn and include close-up photos
showing details of the faces and bodies. Free online
technique videos provide additional support. Have fun
creating your favorite animal hero!"--Amazon website.
Hello Kitty Crochet is all about cute: the whimsical world
of Hello Kitty and her Sanrio friends meets the Japanese
art of amigurumi, or crocheted dolls. With easy-to-make
patterns for adorable characters and accessories, Hello
Kitty Crochet allows you to make all your favorites, new
and old, from Badtz-Maru and My Melody to Pekkle,
Purin, and Little Twin Stars. Whether you’re a seasoned
crocheter or have never picked up a hook, you’ll find
helpful tips and how-tos for creating kawaii crafts. It’s
the perfect way for crafters and cuteness lovers alike to
celebrate the 40th anniversary of Japan’s most famous
kitty.
Twelve soft pairs to caress baby's feet.
Corner-to-Corner is a fun and unique way of crocheting!
By following a pixel graph instead of a written pattern,
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you can incorporate virtually any character or image you
want into a crochet blanket. This great book includes
how-to instructions and step-by-step photos. Also
included are instructions for 5 cute throws. All designs
are made using #4 worsted-weight yarn.
Man's best friend can now go places in style! This book
from Annie's Attic features a variety of hair bows,
sweaters, hats, jeweled collars, tiaras and lots more
bling! Projects are made using a variety of threads and
yarns. 40 pages, all color
Create 6 exquisite baby blankets from well-known
designer Lisa Naskrent. Each of these beautiful,
heirloom-quality blankets is completed with an amazing
border. Designs include Olivia's Chandelier, Jonathan's
Edgewater, Crown of Hearts, Cathedral, Feathers &
Dewdrops and Around the Tracks. All blankets are made
using DK-weight yarn.
Amamani is short for Amigurumi Amish Animals. They
are based on the traditional Amish puzzle ball, and, as
such, come apart into three segments, or rings, which
have to be assembled to form your animal. Gauge isn't
important in these projects; however, it is important that
you work as tightly as you comfortably can. Helpful tips
and step-by-step photos are included in this pattern
book. Each of the six designs is stitched in segments
using Deborah Norville Everyday Premier yarn, is stuffed
with polyfiberfill, and includes a pair of safety eyes.
Animals included are Dinosaur, Elephant, Giraffe, Turtle,
and two versions of Lion.
Offers one hundred crochet stitch patterns including
openweave, textured patterns, and ripples, with tips on
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turning chains and gauge, and making any project the
same dimension.
12 crochet patterns included! If you have never
crocheted before, NO PROBLEM. Everyone has to start
somewhere. In this book, we will be going step by step
through ten cute little amigurumi crochet patterns. Also
included are basic stitch tutorials to help you along the
way.Patterns for many different house plants: Succulent
EcheveriaSansevieria (Snake Plant)Lucky BambooAloe
VeraPalm TreeVenus Fly TrapTreeSucculent
SedumBonsai TreeHanging Plants x 3What started as
something to pass the time during quarantine has turned
into so much more. These toys bring me joy when I
make them and even more when I give them away. I
hope that my creations will bring you and your lucky
loved ones hours of happiness as well. When I first
started, it took me a week just to figure out how to make
a ball. It took even longer to get my fingers and hands
used to holding a crochet hook. Crocheting can be
frustrating at first but like with all things new, your body
will develop muscle memory and over time, you will find
that it will get easier. Always remember that nothing is
hard, only new. There is no right way or wrong way to
crochet. Whatever works for you, your body, and your
ability is the right way. Crochet is an art form and like all
art forms, is open to personal interpretation. Crochet
patterns function as guidelines only, and I encourage you
to bring your own artistic flair to each pattern. Do not be
afraid to use different hooks or types of yarn. Experiment
by changing the colors. Add accessories, modify the
body shape, and bring your own individual spice to each
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pattern. Sometimes it will work; most of the time, it will
not, and that is perfectly fine because in the end, you will
end up with something that is yours. Something that you
created. Your own little knotmonster.
Introduces amigurumi, the Japanese art of crocheting or
knitting small stuffed animals, and provides tips on how
to design one using patterns and step-by-step
instructions for fifteen projects.
Five easy-to-stitch baby blankets with matching stuffed
animals are included in this pattern book. All 10 designs
are made using medium-weight yarn, and the toys are
crocheted in the round and stuffed with fiberfill. Projects
include Petal Baby Blanket and Teddy Bear Buddy, Soft
Circles Baby Blanket and Dog Buddy, Soft Ripples Baby
Blanket and Piggy Buddy, Soft Waves Baby Blanket and
Kitty Buddy, and Tipsy Stripes Baby Blanket and Bunny
Buddy.
Teach yourself the fun art of crochet! In this follow-up
guide to Crochet Stitches and Easy Projects, Leisure
Arts presents 19 additional stitches for the beginning
crocheter. Make a doll-size afghan, a half-circle rug, and
a textured pillow.
Vanna White, the popular TV game show co-host and
America's favorite crocheter, presents 10 little amigurumi
animals that will capture your heart. From the alligator to
the walrus, each of the 10 creatures can rest in the palm
of your hand. Just think how much fun you'll have
crocheting the whole zoo, especially when you use
Vanna's Choice and Vanna's Choice Baby yarns from
the Lion Brand Yarn Company. Enjoy the adventure of
crocheting these winsome, wild creatures. They are
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wonderful to keep or to share! 10 designs to crochet
using medium weight yarn: elephant, hippo, monkey,
giraffe, alligator, lion, seal, walrus, penguin, and snowy
owl. Sizes range from 4" to 8" tall.
This Amigurumi handbook is filled with new breeds of
adorable miniature puppies. Photos inside reveal the
secret, devilish world of your little friends, along with
easy-to-follow patterns to help you create them. These
sweet creatures are perfect additions to any Amigurumi
collection. The world needs more Ami Ami Dogs
Make cute and cuddly animals with easy crochet Create
a colorful collection of pillowy plush critters with the
magic of crochet! Crochet Cute Critters is packed with
simple patterns for creating adorable animals from
alligators to zebras. The easy-to-make designs are
perfect for beginning crocheters as well as advanced
enthusiasts of amigurumi--the art of crocheting stuffed
toys. Stitch, detail, and stuff each character to bring
these huggable friends to life. Keep them as desk or
bookshelf buddies, or gift them to a critter-loving kid!
Beginner-friendly materials--The crochet patterns whip
up quickly using a standard hook and common worsted
weight yarn, so anyone can get started right away.
Handy reference pages?Refer to step-by-step rundowns
of essential crocheting skills, along with a full-color
picture of each critter. Basics to build on?Every 10"
animal shares the same basic head and body pattern, so
the techniques can be carried over from project to
project. Discover how fun and easy it is to stitch up
lovable, floppy friends with Crochet Cute Critters!
Add a little fun to your home decor with these 8 modern
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amigurumi designs. Each design is made using Premier
Yarns Anti-Pilling DK-weight yarn and a size D/3/3.25mm
hook. Designs range from 10" to 6".
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